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In Attendance: Jessica, Marcus, Morgan, Joe, Jamie, Andrew and Eva.

Andrew announced that PFLAG South County expressed interest in writing a letter to the University in order to discuss the Center’s contributions to the GLBT Community.

**Orientation:** Parent/Student Orientation booths going as planned; pictures from Orientation are up on Facebook.

UCONN returned interest in conversations about making campuses more trans-friendly. Eva will respond to arrange an afternoon meeting (day-trip) once Andrew returns from vacation.

Joe provided an electronic sign, which we can use for program advertisements and announcements (thanks Joe!).

Joe also brought up creating a twitter from the GLBT Center’s Facebook Account, which Jess did promptly. Alas, we have a Twitter account! This will aid us in addressing the URI community, especially once we link it into the URI Twitter account (further work on this depends on the University and when/how this account will be set up).

Campus Advertising was also discussed – central locations for signs are:
  - Residential: Dining Halls and Rhody Mart
  - Commuter: 24 Hour Room in the Library

**Next Week:** Orientation (both Parent Sessions on M and R; Student Sessions T and F); Hillel Groundbreaking next Thursday (6/18) at noon; PRIDE on Saturday (Andrew suggested that some of us could wear Welcome Project Shirts?? Thoughts??).

Pictures have been decided on for our events page!

**I will provide updates on Pride Transportation as soon as I get further information with regard to times, etc. I will drive and depart from the GLBT Center so we can all go together.**

😊😊 Last, but not least: HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY TO MARCUS (6/12)!! 😊😊